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ABSTRACT
A set of high-resolution radar observations of convective storms has been collected to evaluate such
storms in the UK Met Office Unified Model during the DYMECS project (Dynamical and Microphysical Evolution of Convective Storms). The 3-GHz Chilbolton Advanced Meteorological Radar
was set up with a scan-scheduling algorithm to automatically track convective storms identified in
real-time from the operational rainfall radar network. More than 1,000 storm observations gathered
over fifteen days in 2011 and 2012 are used to evaluate the model under various synoptic conditions
supporting convection. In terms of the detailed three-dimensional morphology, storms in the 1500-m
grid-length simulations are shown to produce horizontal structures a factor 1.5–2 wider compared to
radar observations. A set of nested model runs at grid lengths down to 100m show that the models
converge in terms of storm width, but these storm structures in the simulations with the smallest
grid lengths are too narrow and too intense compared to the radar observations. The modelled
storms were surrounded by a region of drizzle without ice reflectivities above 0 dBZ aloft, which was
related to the dominance of ice crystals and this error was improved by allowing only aggregates as
ice particle habit. A simulation with graupel outperformed the standard simulation for heavy-rain
profiles, but the storm structures were a factor 2–3 too wide and its convective cores 2 km too deep.

1. Introduction

at such resolutions perform better in terms of the diurnal cycle of convection over land and the distribution of
rainfall rates compared to coarser NWP models, which are
typically run with a convection parameterization scheme
(for example, Weusthoff et al. (2010)). However, even at
these high resolutions, NWP models frequently have dif-

The forecasting of convective storms is a fundamental issue in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.
A number of operational forecast centers now run NWP
models at convection-permitting resolution of order 1 km
(e.g. Lean et al. (2008); Baldauf et al. (2011)). Models
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ficulty accurately representing convection. For instance,
convection-permitting simulations may precede or lag observations in terms of convective initiation (Kain et al.
2008; Clark et al. 2013), fail to develop organized convection beyond the mesoscale (Holloway et al. 2012; Pearson
et al. 2013), produce wide-spread light precipitation when
it is not observed (Lean et al. 2008), or organize precipitation into fewer larger cells when widespread showers are
observed (Baldauf et al. 2011). In order to improve model
representation of convection, a better understanding of the
morphological behaviour of convective storms is required
from both models and observations.
A number of recent studies have analysed high-resolution
model performance in convective situations using stormtracking methods in rainfall radar data (Herbort and Etling
2011; Varble et al. 2011; Caine et al. 2013; McBeath et al.
2013). However, these studies were mostly restricted to
macrophysical characteristics, such as rainfall areas or cloudtop heights, and were restricted by brief observation periods. As part of the DYMECS project (Dynamical and
Microphysical Evolution of Convective Storms), this paper
presents a combined statistical analysis of the morphology
(height-varying width and intensity) of convective storms
in models and observations in southern England.
During the DYMECS project, volume scans of convective storms were collected over forty days in 2011–2012 with
the Chilbolton Advanced Meteorological Radar (CAMRa,
Goddard et al. (1994a)). The use of radar to construct
three-dimensional storm structures is well-established, and
long-standing algorithms exist that generate storm statistics (for example, Dixon and Wiener (1993); Steiner et al.
(1995)). However, CAMRa’s beamwidth of 0.28◦ allows for
analysis of storm structures on finer scales than with conventional radars, which have beamwidths of the order of
1◦ or more. Furthermore, the minimum detectable signal
is approximately −10 dBZ at 50 km and 0 dBZ at 150 km,
so that the analysis can focus on the ice cloud and anvil
structures of storms, in addition to the precipitating cores.
These high-quality radar data are fundamental in providing a thorough evaluation of the morphology of storms in
high-resolution models.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes
how storms were tracked in real-time using CAMRa and
how three-dimensional volumes were reconstructed for model
evaluation. The Met Office model configurations used in
this paper are described in section 3, with a focus on the
cloud and precipitation schemes. The first set of results
concern the three-dimensional structure of storms and are
presented in section 4, including an analysis of anvil occurrence in southern England. The three-dimensional structures reveal a discrepancy between the model ice cloud and
precipitation, which is investigated further by conditioning
vertical profiles of reflectivity on rainfall rates in section 5.
Finally, a discussion of the results is given in section 6.

2. Observations
CAMRa is a 3-GHz (S-band) dual-polarization Doppler
radar, calibrated with an uncertainty of less than 0.5 dB
(Goddard et al. 1994b). Its large 25 m antenna results in
a very high spatial resolution and high sensitivity, but also
limits the scan rate to 2◦ s−1 , making it unsuitable for 360◦volume scans for the purpose of studying convection. Instead, a real-time storm-tracking and scan-scheduling procedure was developed in the DYMECS project to automatically steer the radar to scan regions of interest as described
below. This enabled the radar to be operated unmanned
on forty separate convective days.
a. Real-time tracking and storm selection

The tracking algorithm developed specifically for DYMECS provides real-time information on the location of
rainfall features relative to Chilbolton, as well as the speed
and direction of propagation of these features. The UK
Met Office radar composite provides rainfall estimates on
a 1 km horizontal grid and is updated every 5 minutes; this
will be referred to as the rainfall composite and was used
as the rainfall input for the tracking algorithm. The rainfall is estimated from the Met Office network of C-band
radars, which are calibrated regularly to rain-gauge data
(Harrison et al. 2011).
For a rainfall composite image at time ti (with dimensions 400 km × 400 km, centered on Chilbolton), the tracking algorithm goes through several steps outlined below.
i. Rainfall features are labelled using the local table
method (Haralick and Shapiro 2002). In this method,
a label matrix L is generated line-by-line and left-toright, labelling individual pixels if their rain rate is
above a given threshold. For each line, an equivalence
table registers whether a new region S is adjacent to
existing regions in the previous line, and is then used
to set the region label of S to the lowest identifier of
all its adjacent regions. If adjacent to more than one
region, further equivalences are resolved by repeating
the routine right-to-left and bottom-up. When tracking with CAMRa, this method was typically applied
using a minimum feature size of 4 km2 and a typical
rainfall-rate threshold of 1 mm hr−1 .
ii. To track features from one rainfall-composite image
to the next, a velocity field is required to project
the features identified at time ti to ti+1 ; the method
described below is based on the “tracking of radar
echo with correlations” (TREC, Rinehart and Garvey
(1978)). To construct this velocity field, V(ti , ti−1 ),
the cross-correlation of the rainfall images at times
ti and ti−1 is calculated using the two-dimensional
fast Fourier transform, for 50 × 50 km boxes, each
box separated by 25 km. The displacement associ2

ated with the maximum correlation is recorded for
each box, resulting in x- and y-displacement fields at
25 km grid length. After the removal of outliers beyond two standard deviations from the mean, both
x- and y-displacement fields are linearly interpolated
to the 400 km × 400 km grid. The velocity field is
then generated from these displacements, taking into
account the time difference between the two images
(typically five minutes).

plan-position indicator (PPI) sector scans, spaced at
least 0.5◦ in elevation, to obtain storm volumes.
Such a cycle for a single group of storms typically lasts
5–15 minutes using CAMRa, during which time the storm
positions are updated with tracking information based on
the latest radar composite. For the fifteen days analysed
in this study, 362 volume scans were completed, containing
more than a thousand storm volumes.

iii. Each labelled storm in the label matrix L(ti ) is advected using its average displacement from V(ti , ti−1 ),
after which the advected label matrix is compared
against the label matrix for the next time step, L(ti+1 ),
for overlapping storms to keep track of pre-existing
storms. For this purpose, an overlap fraction threshold of 0.6 is used, as is standard in the TITAN stormtracking method (for example, Dixon and Wiener
(1993); Han et al. (2009)).

b. Storm volume reconstruction

The minimum detectable signal of CAMRa is approximately 0 dBZ at a range of 150 km and this value will
be used as the reflectivity threshold for volume reconstruction. Three-dimensional volumes are constructed from sets
of PPI scans by transforming the CAMRa polar coordinates to Cartesian for each individual scan, then horizontally shifting the data to a communal base time (usually
the time of the rainfall composite image preceding the first
PPI scan) using the velocities calculated from the crosscorrelation of the rainfall composite images and assuming
that the entire storm moved at a common velocity for the
duration of the scanning procedure. The individual PPI
scans are then concatenated and re-gridded with radar reflectivities linearly interpolated in dBZ-space on to a regular Cartesian grid (333× 333× 100 m, comparable to the
radar resolution of 300 m in range and 250 m resolution in
azimuth at 50 km).
A volume scan regularly contains multiple storms (see
previous section), which need to be distinguished to identify their individual heights and widths. Therefore, a threshold of 4 mm hr−1 is used to identify individual storms in
the rainfall composite contemporaneous to the volume scan
and subsequently in the CAMRa data. Although a rainfall
rate threshold alone is not sufficient to distinguish between
convective and stratiform rainfall, the 4 mm hr−1 threshold is approximately equivalent to a 33 dBZ reflectivity
threshold and should therefore encompass convective rainfall areas traditionally identified with thresholds between
35–40 dBZ (Biggerstaff and Listemaa 2000).
To include drizzling parts of the storm and possible
anvil cloud, all (rain and no-rain) pixels in the rainfall composite within 25 km of a labelled storm are given the same
identifier as the storm if it is their nearest storm. The
storm-neighboring regions thus generated are then interpolated to the surface-only Cartesian grid associated with
the volume scan using the nearest-neighbor method. For
each volume scan, values outside a storm’s neighboring region are excluded when reconstructing that storm volume.
The storm volume is then constructed bottom-up, starting
with the location of the rainfall feature identified in the
rainfall composite. At each vertical level, areas with radar
reflectivity above 0 dBZ are identified and all such areas
overlaying any part of the storm identified in the level di-

iv. For each storm at time ti , a list of properties is constructed, including whether it is the result of a merger
or break-up of storms from time ti−1 , leading to a
database of storms with detailed information on storm
history and characteristics, including mean and maximum rainfall rate, rainfall area, as well as the location in radar coordinates relative to Chilbolton and
the direction of propagation.
A second algorithm uses this real-time storm information
to issue automated radar-scanning commands to CAMRa.
The two major components of this second algorithm are the
storm-prioritization scheme and the scan-scheduling strategies. The storm prioritization scores each storm by its size
(the area of surface rainfall rate above the threshold), maximum rain rate, and azimuthal width in polar coordinates,
whilst scores are reduced for properties such as radial distance to the radar (too close or too far) and azimuthal separation from the storms currently prioritized (due to the
slow scan rate of the radar). New storms are only added to
the list of prioritized storms if a slot is available, as priority
goes to storms currently being scanned in order to capture
their full evolution. Eventually, a list of three to five of the
highest-scored storms is constructed and scan commands
are issued in the following order:
i. Group storms by proximity, e.g. if storms are close
or even overlap in azimuth, they can be scanned simultaneously.
ii. For each group of storms, perform range-height indicator (RHI) scans through the locations of a number
of maximum rainfall rates above 4 mm hr−1 , typically
1–2 maxima per prioritized storm.
iii. For each group of storms, perform a set of stacked
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3. Models

Table 2. List of fifteen DYMECS cases used in this study
in year-month-day format. Freezing level height in km is
derived from the 1500 m model. The ice-cloud depth (ICD)
columns refer to numbers of storms with a given ice cloud
depth, that is the difference in kilometers between the maximum height of dBZ ≥ 0 and the freezing level height.
0◦ C
ICD
ICD
ICD
Date
height
≤ 4 km
4–6 km
> 6 km
20110807
2.19
45
17
1
20110818
3.18
13
20110823
3.59
56
2
20110826
2.30
53
39
2
20110827
1.98
51
1
20111103
2.45
67
15
7
20111104
1.96
27
8
4
20120411
1.10
14
42
6
20120418
1.17
11
23
22
20120420
1.02
46
85
20120424
1.22
31
43
20120711
2.10
115
59
9
20120718
2.78
85
6
20120806
2.34
98
3
20120825
2.67
27
20
24
Total
739
363
75

The model simulations in this study were performed
with the Met Office Unified Model (UM) Version 7.8. For
all DYMECS cases, the UM was run using the configuration of the Met Office 1500-m forecast model (UKV) that
was operational between 20th July 2011 and 17th January
2012 (parallel suite PS27). The UKV is a limited-area
model nested within the Met Office North Atlantic and
European (NAE) model of 12 km grid length. It has a horizontal grid length of 1500 m in the inner domain covering
the UK and Ireland and 4 km grid length in the outer domain with a variable grid length in the transition region.
This variable grid allows the UKV to run over a larger domain without the need of an intermediate, separate model.
The UKV has 70 vertical levels with a top at 40 km and
runs without a convection parameterization scheme. The
DYMECS simulations of the UM at 1500-m grid length —
using the UKV grid configuration — were initialised from
the 0400 UTC operational UKV analysis (the output of a
three-hour data-assimilation cycle) with lateral boundary
conditions provided by the 0000 UTC NAE forecast.
Additional simulations were analysed for 25th August
2012, namely a UM 1500-m configuration with prognostic
graupel (used operationally in the UKV from 16th January
2013) and a configuration with all ice set to aggregates, as
well as one-way nested UM configurations at 500-m and
200-m horizontal grid length, both with 140 vertical levels
(Hanley et al. 2013). All simulations were analysed on
a 200 × 200 km grid centered on Chilbolton. Finally, a
100 m grid-length simulation with 140 vertical levels was
one-way nested within the 200-m model and analysed on a
140 × 140 km grid centered on Chilbolton.
Sub-grid mixing in the 1500-m grid length simulations
was treated using the Lock et al. (2000) first-order nonlocal boundary-layer scheme with local, moist Richardsonnumber-based vertical mixing above the diagnosed boundary layer, and a Smagorinsky-Lilly-based horizontal mixing scheme with a mixing length of 300 m, which also
takes moist Richardson number into account. The higherresolution configurations used the Smagorinsky-Lilly-based
scheme in 3D, with a ratio of mixing length to grid scale
of 0.2. For further details regarding the model configuration and the high-resolution simulations in the DYMECS
project, see Hanley et al. (2013).
The UM uses a single-moment microphysics scheme (Wilson and Ballard 1999), with mixing ratios of cloud ice and
cloud liquid as prognostic variables, since then developed
to include prognostic rain; graupel is available as an additional prognostic variable but is only included in this study
where explicitly mentioned. The large-scale precipitation
scheme contains a diagnostic split between ice crystals and
aggregates, both of which are modelled with a gamma distribution to describe particle sizes (Cox (1988), see Ta-

rectly below are included in the storm volume. This way,
any unconnected cloud or rainfall features in the stormneighboring region are excluded from the three-dimensional
reconstruction of the storm if they did not overlap the
storm at any vertical level, whereas expansive cloud and
anvil regions are included if within the storm-neighboring
region and attached to the storm.
Not all volumes observed are considered for this study,
as many storm-neighboring regions are partly observed either due to the actual storm being close to the edge of
the azimuthal swath observed, or being too close to the
radar and cut off by the scan with highest elevation. For
a storm to be considered, firstly, the lowest-elevation scan
must observe the storm at an altitude below 2 km, whilst
the highest-elevation scan must overshoot the storm: that
is, no values above 0 dBZ should appear above the labelled
region in the highest-elevation scan. Secondly, the scanned
depth of the storm (the maximum height minus the minimum height of Z ≥ 0 dBZ) divided by the number of
individual scans with dBZ ≥ 0 must be less than 1 km,
to ensure an adequate representation of the vertical storm
structure. Combined with the minimum PPI spacing of
0.5◦ in elevation, this constraint implies that storms beyond 100 km in range are typically excluded. Finally, using
the storm-neighboring region described above, storms are
only included if at least two-thirds of the storm-neighboring
region falls within the azimuth swath scanned by the radar.
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Table 1. List of UM microphysical parameters (Wilkinson et al. 2011). Here, Tmax = max[T ( ◦ C), −45◦ C]. In the
derivation of the Zice –Zrain relationship, Tmax = −10◦ C is used.
Parameter
Description
Units
Rain
Aggregates
Crystals
Graupel
|K|2
dielectric factor
kg2 m−6
0.93
0.174
0.174
0.93
ρ
particle density
kg m−3
1000
917
917
500
a
kg m−b 523.599
0.0444
0.587
261.8
b
3
2.1
2.45
3.0
N0
intercept parameter
m−4
8 × 106 2 × 106 e−.1222Tmax 40 × 106 e−.1222Tmax 5 × 1025
α
2.5
nb
3.0
ble 1). The mass-diameter relationship for aggregates is
based on Locatelli and Hobbs (1974) and for crystals on
Mitchell (1996) (see Table 1). The rain particle-size distribution is based on Marshall and Palmer (1948) and the
graupel parameterization follows from Ferrier (1994).
The UM has an option to treat crystals and aggregates
as separate prognostic variables, but this has not been used
in this study. The diagnostic split between ice crystals and
aggregates assumes that the cloud-ice mixing ratio qcf is
separated between these two habits using (Wilkinson et al.
2011):


qcf
,
(1)
fa = 1 − exp −0.0384 [T − Tct ]
qcf0

of attenuation were not considered in the forward model.
Storm volumes from the model were reconstructed from
the simulated reflectivities following the method outlined
in section 2b.
4. Three-dimensional structures
In this section, the models are evaluated against the
observed storm structures in terms of quartiles of storm radius with height for different reflectivity thresholds. Only
storms with rain rates of at least 4 mm hr−1 over a contiguous surface area of 4 km2 are included in the statistics.
Storm heights are considered relative to the height of the
freezing level, which for each case was determined from the
height of the 0◦ C-isotherm at 1300UTC at the grid point
nearest to Chilbolton in the 1500 m UM simulation (see
Table 2). For a previous version of the UM at 12-km resolution, a similar derivation of freezing level height using
wet-bulb temperature had a root-mean-squared error less
than 200 m (Mittermaier and Illingworth 2003), which will
be assumed an upper bound for this error in the UM version
used in this study. The centering of height on the freezing
level allows for a clear distinction between ice cloud and
rainfall when storms from different days are combined.
The reflectivity thresholds used for the analysis are
0 dBZ, 20 dBZ, and 40 dBZ, chosen to represent the structure of ice cloud and anvil, the stratiform part of the storm,
and the convective core, respectively. In terms of rainfall rates, assuming Z[mm6 m−3 ] = 200R1.6 (Marshall and
Palmer 1948), these thresholds relate to approximately 1 mm
day−1 (drizzle), 1 mm hr−1 (light rain), and 12 mm hr−1
(heavy rain). In terms of the frozen part of the storms, using the relationships between ice water content, reflectivity,
and temperature from Hogan et al. (2006) at −20 ◦C, 0 dBZ
relates to ice water contents of approximately 0.05 g m−3 ;
20 dBZ to about 0.8 g m−3 ; and 40 dBZ to 12 g m−3 . It
should be noted that Waldvogel et al. (1979) used a 45-dBZ
threshold at 1.4 km above the freezing level for hail detection, so that observed ice cloud with reflectivities higher
than 40 dBZ can be assumed to contain graupel.
Within the database of storm structures, storms are
separated by the cloud-top height above freezing level, so

with fa the fraction of aggregates, Tct the temperature at
the top of the cloud layer, and qcf0 = 10−4 kg kg−1 . For an
ice mixing ratio of qcf = qcf0 , this fraction is less than 50%
at temperatures within 18◦ C of the cloud top temperature.
For precipitating clouds with ice-cloud tops within 3 km of
the freezing level, this implies that at all heights, the majority of the ice mass is assumed to be crystals. It will be
shown in section 4 that this leads to lower reflectivities in
parts of the ice cloud of convective storms than observed.
Therefore, a separate run has been included in this study
for which the diagnostic split between the two ice particle
habits is turned off, and all ice is treated as aggregates;
this will be referred to as the “no crystals” configuration.
It should be noted that aggregates and crystals have different fall-speed-diameter relationships, which for a given
ice water content leads to higher precipitation rates when
all ice is assumed to be aggregates than when some of it
is crystals. For the simulations considered in this study,
this led to a 10% increase in domain-averaged precipitation in the “no crystals”-configuration during the peak of
convective activity compared to the standard run.
For this study, the model hydrometeor fields have been
converted to radar reflectivities, to enable like-with-like
analysis against the radar data (McBeath et al. 2013). The
reflectivity forward model assumes Rayleigh scattering for
the radar wavelength considered (λ = 10 cm) and is described in appendix A. Due to the long wavelength, effects
5

that rather than cloud-top height, ice-cloud depth (ICD) is
reported. ICD categories are set at ≤ 4 km for “shallow”
storms, 4–6 km for “intermediate” storms, and > 6 km for
“deep” storms; the two thresholds relate to temperatures
of approximately −25◦C and −40◦ C, respectively. These
thresholds were chosen to obtain a proportional split between categories in terms of number of observed storms for
a clear distinction between the rarer deep storms and the
more common shallow storms. As shown in Table 2, over
these fifteen DYMECS cases, 63% of the observed storms
with rain rates above 4 mm hr−1 fall in the shallow category, 31% are storms of intermediate height, and 6% are
deep. The storms identified in the UM simulations were
categorized using the same ICD thresholds as for the observations.

b. Sensitivity to model ice microphysics

During the DYMECS case of 25th August 2012, a large
number of storms with ICD > 6 km were observed and
these were the tallest storms in absolute height over all
cases considered, reaching up to 10 km above mean sea
level. This case was chosen to study the possible improvement in storm structures with decreasing model grid length
and with different settings in the ice microphysics scheme.
Figure 2 shows the storm structures for this case as observed by the radar and simulated in the UM at 1500-m
grid length with the standard microphysics, a no-crystals
configuration, and a configuration with prognostic graupel.
For shallow storms, the modelled radii are a factor 2–
3 larger than observed. However, the observed shallow
storms have a median radius smaller than 3 km, unlikely
to be represented well by the models 1500-m grid length.
Intermediate and deep storms in the models are a factor
1.5–2 wider than observed at 1 km. The convective cores,
marked by the 40-dBZ contour, are a factor 2–3 wider in
the standard and no-crystals simulations than observed,
but reach similar heights. Compared to observations, the
cores in the simulation with prognostic graupel are a factor
4 broader and are 2 km taller in intermediate storms and
3 km taller in the deep storms. Using these metrics, the
graupel simulation performs worse than the standard UM
configuration for the case of 25th August 2012.
The major difference between the no-crystals simulation and the other two configurations appears in the precipitating part of the storms. The 0-dBZ contour increases
by a factor 1.2 (typically 2–3 km) across the freezing level in
the standard configuration and the simulation with prognostic graupel, as seen in Figure 1. The no-crystals run
does not have a noticeable increase in median equivalent
radius of the 0-dBZ contour across the freezing level and is
therefore more similar to observed storms in this respect.
This difference could be expected, because for the same
ice water content, the no-crystals configuration will have
higher forward-modelled reflectivities than the standard
configuration, as aggregates have replaced crystals; this
also holds for the simulation with prognostic graupel for
low ice water contents, where graupel will not be present.
The relationship between the reflectivities of ice and rain
will be investigated further in section 5.

a. Storm statistics over all fifteen DYMECS cases

Figure 1 shows the interquartile range of equivalent radius with height at different reflectivity thresholds, calculated from the storm structures observed during the DYMECS cases listed in Table 2. The equivalent radius of
a reflectivity threshold at a given height is defined as the
radius of the circle with an area equivalent to that of the
storm region above the reflectivity threshold at that height.
The storm structures in the UM at 1500-m grid length
(bottom row) are broader than the observed structures for
all ICD categories, as well as for each reflectivity threshold and at nearly all heights. The model quartiles show
a broadening from the top down with a sharp increase in
width at the freezing level, especially for the 0-dBZ contours, indicating a large area of drizzle surrounding the
storms, despite a lack of cloud with Z ≥ 0 dBZ aloft; this
feature will be analysed further in section 5. The model median and 75th percentiles of the 40-dBZ threshold (panel
f) do not persist as far into the frozen part of the cloud
as observed with the radar. However, the median equivalent radius of the 40-dBZ threshold in observations (panel
c) suggests that these cores are comparable in size to the
model grid length of 1500 m and are therefore unlikely
to be represented well by the model in this configuration,
whereas higher resolution models should start to resolve
features at 1-km scales.
For both the model simulations and the radar observations, the medians of the 0-dBZ and 20-dBZ thresholds
suggest that the deepest storms are marginally larger than
those in the intermediate ICD category, although both
overlap in interquartile range at 1 km above the freezing
level. The shallow storms however are shown to be narrower, with median equivalent radius at 1 km at the 0-dBZ
and 20-dBZ thresholds a factor 1.5 smaller than these radii
for intermediate storms.

c. Sensitivity to model horizontal grid length

The storm-structure statistics from the high-resolution
models for the case of 25th August 2012 are shown in
Figure 3. These simulations were run with the same icemicrophysics parameterization as the 1500-m standard configuration (second row, Figure 2). The increase in equivalent radius of the 0-dBZ contour across the freezing level
can be recognized in the 500-m and the 200-m simulations,
so this feature is clearly a result of the ice-microphysics
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Fig. 1. Storm structures in observations (top row) and the Met Office model at 1500 m grid length (bottom row) for the
DYMECS cases listed in Table 2, with height relative to the freezing level and widths in equivalent radius as defined in
section 4. A rain-rate threshold of 4 mm hr−1 and an area threshold of 4 km2 were used to identify individual storms.
Median equivalent radii are shown in thick dashed lines for different reflectivity thresholds, with thin lines either side
indicating the 25th and 75th percentile radius; the interquartile range for the 0-dBZ, 20-dBZ, and 40-dBZ threshold are
shaded dark gray, hatched, and shaded light gray, respectively. Storms are grouped by ice-cloud depth (ICD), namely
below 4 km (left column), 4–6 km (middle), and above 6 km (right). The number of individual storms in each category
is indicated in the top-right corner of each panel.
parameterization and cannot obviously be resolved by increasing the model resolution, although it becomes less distinct in the 100-m simulation.
There is a tendency towards narrower storm structures
as model grid length decreases from 1500 m (second row,
Figure 2) to 500 m (first row, Figure 3) to 200 m (second
row, Figure 3). However, the median radii of storms in the
intermediate and deep categories in the 200-m simulation
are narrower than those observed (first row, Figure 2), by
factors of 1.8 and 1.4 at 1 km above the freezing level,
respectively. Hanley et al. (2013) show that the storms
with equivalent radius below 5 km typically have higher
average rain rates than observed, which is reflected in the
storm morphology for instance by the wider radius of the
40-dBZ and 20-dBZ contours relative to the 0-dBZ contour
in the shallow and intermediate storms simulated by the
200-m model, compared to the observations. Out of the
four simulations with the standard ice microphysics, the
200-m model appears to best match the observations for
shallow storms and for the 20-dBZ and 40-dBZ radii of the
intermediate and deep storms. The 500-m simulation best
represents the 0 dBZ equivalent radius in intermediate and

deep storms.
The 100-m model (Figure 3, bottom row) has storm
structures that are similar to the 200-m simulation. This
suggests that the representation of bulk properties as represented by these metrics has become independent of model
resolution; the simulated morphology of convective storms
in the Met Office models has “converged” at 200-m grid
length. These two models also represent the width of the
40-dBZ contour in deep storms well, suggesting that at grid
lengths of 200 m or lower, convective cores can be resolved.
However, the convective cores in the shallow and intermediate storm structures in these models are larger and more
frequent than observed, confirming that these storms are
too intense (Hanley et al. 2013).
d. Anvil occurrence

The statistical evaluation in Figures 1, 2, and 3 masks
the occurrence of anvil cloud. To study anvil occurrence,
a storm is defined to have an anvil when the ratio between
its maximum 0-dBZ equivalent radius above 2 km above
the freezing level and the equivalent radius at 1 km above
the freezing level is at least 1.05; this ratio will be referred
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Fig. 2. As in Figure 1, but for the case of 25th August 2012. Rows show: observations (first), UM at 1500-m grid length
(second), UM at 1500-m grid length with all diagnostic ice set to be aggregates (third), UM at 1500-m grid length with
prognostic graupel (fourth).
analysis is performed for 25th August 2012. All storms
with ICD > 4 km are considered, so both intermediate and
deep storms contribute to the statistics.
In Figure 4, the probability density of anvil factors is
shown, as well as the anvil probability for given times of
day, averaged over a three-hourly window. The anvil factor distribution appears exponential in all model configurations, with the 1500-m simulation failing to produce anvil
factors above 1.7, although only a single larger anvil was

to as the anvil factor. The masking of anvils in the figures
mentioned above is due to several contributing factors, for
example the varying heights of anvil over all the DYMECS
cases, the varying anvil characteristics during a storm life
cycle, and a generally low frequency of anvil occurrence or
generally low anvil factors over southern England. In order
to study the anvil characteristics for the DYMECS project,
in this section the analysis is confined to only those threedimensional structures which exhibit an anvil cloud. The
8
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Fig. 3. As in Figure 2, but for models at higher resolutions. Rows show: UM at 500-m grid length (top), UM at 200-m
grid length (middle), and UM at 100-m grid length (bottom). All three simulations were run with 140 vertical levels.
The 100-m simulation was analysed on a smaller domain of 140 × 140 km.
observed on that day. None of the models reproduce the
daily cycle of anvil probability of occurrence very well. This
cycle appears lagged by 2–3 hours in all three simulations
compared to the observed peak at 1300UTC. The 1500-m
simulation shows a morning peak, possibly due to spin-up
from the model initiation time at 0400UTC.

ditioned on the mean reflectivity value observed between
0.2–1 km below the freezing level (“rain reflectivity”). For
a single vertical profile, the first level at which Z < 0 dBZ
was considered the cloud top; unconnected layers above, for
instance due to an overhanging anvil, were thus excluded.
Shear or other dynamical features that may affect the reflectivity structure inside a storm were ignored. The PDFs
were conditioned on rain reflectivities between 0–5 dBZ,
20–25 dBZ, and 40–45 dBZ to evaluate the UM against
radar observations under different rainfall conditions.

5. Vertical profiles of reflectivity factor
The strong increase of equivalent radius across the melting layer, which is not seen in the observations nor in the
no-crystals simulation, suggests there is a different relationship between ice reflectivities and the rain reflectivities
in the standard model configuration compared to observations. Probability distribution functions (PDFs) of reflectivity versus height were constructed from vertical profiles
of reflectivity (similar to the “contoured frequency by altitude diagrams”, e.g. Yuter and Houze Jr (1995)), con-

a. Storm statistics over all fifteen DYMECS cases

The PDFs of reflectivity versus height using the data
from all cases listed in Table 2 are shown in Figure 5 for
the radar observations (top row) and the UM at 1500-m
grid length (bottom row). The drizzling profiles (left) show
more frequent ice cloud with Z ≥ 0 dBZ in the observations
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than in the UM, highlighted by the 75th percentile of reflectivity. This result agrees with the large drizzle region surrounding the storms in the 1500-m simulations in Figure 1.
The light-rain profiles (middle) show a similar model error
of too few ice reflectivities above 0 dBZ, highlighted by the
quartiles at lower values compared to observations, particularly above 1 km. The heavy-rain profiles (right) show
the model 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles within 5 dB of
the observed values, though all drop below 0 dBZ too soon,
suggesting that heavy rainfall results from relatively more
shallow profiles in the model compared to observations.
The underlying PDFs for heavy rain show another discrepancy between model and observations, with observed values
above 40 dBZ up to 4 km above the freezing level, whereas
the model only rarely produces such reflectivities above the
freezing level and only up to 2 km, which agrees well with
the structure of convective cores discussed in section 4.
The differences in these PDFs between the 1500-m model
and the radar observations are most striking in the icecloud part of the drizzle and light-rain profiles. The low
frequency of ice reflectivities above 0 dBZ at higher levels
can be partly explained by the diagnostic split between ice
crystals and aggregates. Using equation (1) and the derivation in appendix A it can be shown that at T = −10◦ C and
for an ice mixing ratio of 10−4 kg kg−1 , an increase in fraction of aggregates from 0.1 to 0.2 (0.9 to 1.0) will increase
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Fig. 4. Summary statistics of anvil structures for 25th
August 2012 in the radar observations (black triangles), the
UM at 1500-m grid length (gray stars), the UM at 500-m
grid length (gray circles), and the UM at 200-m grid length
(grey squares). The left panel shows the probability density
of anvil factors above 1.05 with bin size of 0.05 and the right
panel shows, for given times of the day, the probability that
a storm has anvil factor greater than or equal to 1.05, using
a three-hour running mean. Only storms with ICD > 4 km
are considered.
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Fig. 6. As in Figure 5, but for the case of 25th August 2012. Rows are now in order: observations (first), UM at 1500-m
grid length (second), UM at 1500-m grid length with all diagnostic ice set to be aggregates (third), UM at 1500-m grid
length with prognostic graupel (fourth).
reflectivities by 1.76 dBZ (0.76 dBZ). This should mostly
affect precipitating profiles with low cloud-ice tops, which
in the simulations with standard ice microphysics will have
more than 50% of their mass as ice crystals.

and simulated in the UM at 1500-m grid length with the
standard microphysics, the no-crystals configuration, and
the configuration with prognostic graupel. For the drizzling profiles (left column), none of the model configurations produce high enough reflectivities in the ice part to
generate a similar distribution to the observations. However, for the no-crystals configuration, more than 25% of
drizzling profiles have ice reflectivities above 0 dBZ up to
nearly 2 km. Whilst this is still below the height observed

b. Sensitivity to model ice microphysics and horizontal grid
length

Figure 6 shows the PDFs of reflectivity versus height
for the 25th August 2012 case as observed by the radar
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Fig. 7. The distribution of the reflectivity at 1 km below the freezing level (“rain Z”) preconditioned on the reflectivity at 1 km above the freezing level (“ice Z”), for
the case of 25th August 2012. Ice reflectivities are binned
per 5 dB. The observed interquartile range is shown in
each panel in dark gray, with the median in a thick solid
line. Model interquartile range (hatched area) and median
(thick dashed line) are shown for the UM at 1500-m grid
length (panel a), the UM at 1500-m grid length including
graupel (panel b), the UM at 1500-m grid length with all
diagnostic ice set to be aggregates (panel c), and the UM at
200-m grid length (panel d). In all panels, the dotted line
indicates the relationship derived from the model microphysics using a constant flux assumption for ice aggregates
(see appendix B).

simulation with prognostic graupel resemble the standard
configuration for low reflectivities, whilst for reflectivities
greater than 20 dBZ, the graupel PDFs tail towards higher
values. For heavy-rain profiles, the graupel simulation best
resembles the observed PDF out of all three model simulations. However, more than 50% of heavy-rain profiles from
the graupel simulation have Z ≥ 40-dBZ at 1 km above
the freezing level, compared to less than 25% in observations. It can be concluded that the inclusion of graupel
as a prognostic variable improves the reflectivity profiles
for the heaviest precipitation, but generates reflectivities
above 40 dBZ too frequently, which agrees with the structure of convective cores discussed in section b.
The PDFs of reflectivity versus height for the highresolution configurations (not shown) broadly resemble the
distributions of the 1500-m standard configuration simulation, as expected due to the models sharing the same
ice-microphysics parameterization. However, the shallow
mode in the light-rain profiles is more prominent and even
dominates the heavy-rain profiles in the 200-m and 100-m
simulations, as the medians drop below 0 dBZ at approximately 2 km, compared to approximately 5 km in observations; no improvement in the PDFs was found when the
high-resolution models were analysed on a 1500-m grid.
The dominance of a shallow mode in heavy-rain profiles
in these simulations agrees with the morphology of shallow
and intermediate storms in these models in Figure 3, which
feature a prominent convective core.
c. Relationship between ice and rain reflectivities

The discrepancy between ice and rainfall is investigated
further by conditioning vertical profiles on the mean reflectivity in the ice part of the cloud, here defined as the
mean reflectivity value between 1.2–2 km above the freezing level. Assuming this “ice reflectivity” is a proxy for ice
water content (e.g. Hogan et al. (2006)), the distribution
of the rain reflectivity conditional on the ice reflectivity
should indicate whether the models produce too high or
too low reflectivities for given cloud-ice conditions. In Figure 7, the interquartile range for the conditional distribution is shown for observations (gray in all panels), the 1500m simulation with standard ice microphysics, the 1500-m
simulation with prognostic graupel, the 1500-m no-crystals
simulation, and the 200-m simulation, which uses the standard ice-microphysics set-up. Results for the 500-m and
100-m simulations are similar to those for the 200-m simulation and are therefore not shown. The single-moment
microphysics scheme in the UM allows for a derivation of
a relationship between ice aggregates and rain reflectivities
using a constant flux assumption (see appendix B); this
relationship is also indicated in Figure 7.
The 1500-m standard configuration (panel a), the simulation with prognostic graupel (panel b), and the 200-m
simulation (panel d) frequently produce too high rain re-

for drizzling profiles, it suggests an improved relationship
between ice reflectivities and rain reflectivities.
The model PDFs for light rain (middle column) indicate a bi-modal distribution of (1) a shallow mode (ICD ≤
4 km) with low ice reflectivities (Z < 20 dBZ) and (2)
a deeper stratiform mode (ICD > 4 km) with relatively
high ice reflectivities (Z ≥ 20 dBZ), both roughly distinguished by the 75th percentile. The observed PDF instead
exhibits a broad peak, associating light-rain profiles with
higher ICD than in the models. The PDFs of heavy-rain
profiles (right column) show a reasonable representation in
the models of the broad distribution of reflectivities with
height, as the 75th percentile remains within 5 dB of the
observed quartile for the standard configuration and the
no-crystals simulation, though the 25th percentile and the
median still drop below 0 dBZ about 1 km before the observed quartiles. For all rain categories, the PDFs for the
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flectivities for conditions of low ice reflectivities (Zice <
20 dBZ). For these ice reflectivities, the median rain reflectivity for these three models is only 2 dB above the
observations, equivalent to an increase in rainfall rate with
a factor less than 1.5, but the 75th percentile is typically
5 dB higher than observed, equivalent to a rainfall rate
increase by a factor of more than 2. The no-crystals simulation has all three quartiles approximately 5 dB lower
than observed at ice reflectivities below 5 dBZ, following
the slope of the constant-flux relationship, equivalent to
a rainfall rate decrease by a factor 2. This suggests that
the no-crystals simulation is not an obvious improvement
over the standard configuration in terms of the relationship
between cloud-ice and rain.
For ice reflectivities between 20–30 dBZ, the no-crystals
configuration shows a similar interquartile range to the
standard configuration simulations, as all three follow the
slope derived using the constant-flux assumption. This is
expected as aggregates will dominate the ice mass at these
reflectivities with the standard ice-microphysics parameterization. For the graupel simulation, at the highest ice
reflectivities, the cloud is likely a mixture of (mostly) aggregates and graupel, so that a given ice reflectivity in the
graupel simulation relates to a smaller ice water content
than if all ice were aggregates. Thus, for a given ice reflectivity, a lower rain reflectivity is generated than if no
graupel were included in the model.

The models at 1500-m grid length produced storm structures that, at 1 km above the freezing level, were a factor
1.5–2 broader than observed; this factor did not depend
on whether graupel was used as a prognostic variable, or
whether all ice was modelled as aggregates. For all three
storm categories, the models produced narrower median
storm structures with decreasing grid length, although the
200-m and the 100-m simulations were hardly distinguishable.
The 1500-m simulations did not represent the width
and depth of convective cores (Z > 40 dBZ) in the deepest
storms very well, though observations showed that these
cores have typical widths comparable to the 1500-m grid
length. The 1500-m simulation with prognostic graupel
produced convective cores that were a factor 3 wider than
observed and 2–3 km taller. The 200-m and 100-m simulations adequately represented the median structure of
convective cores, which suggests that model representation of convective storms has “converged” at 200-m grid
length, confirming expections for the simulation of moist
convection (Bryan et al. 2003). However, the cloud structures (Z ≥ 0 dBZ) in the 200-m and 100-m simulations are
slightly narrower than those observed for all three storm
categories, and particularly the shallow and intermediate
storms are too intense, in agreement with Hanley et al.
(2013), who showed that for storms with radius less than
5 km, the 200-m simulation produced storm-averaged rainfall rates a factor 3 higher than observed.
At all resolutions, the modelled storms showed an increase in radius across the freezing level of up to 5 km
due to a drizzle region without cloud-ice aloft, which did
not appear in the observed structures. The “no-crystals”
simulation at 1500-m grid length, which had all ice set to
aggregates, instead of a mixture of ice crystals and aggregates, produced median storm structures more similar in
shape to those observed, without a drizzle region.
When ice reflectivities were conditioned on the rain reflectivity, the no-crystals simulation had cloud-tops above
2 km above the freezing level in approximately 25% of all
drizzling profiles, closer to the observed frequency than
all other models. For light-rain and heavy-rain profiles,
the no-crystals simulation showed no difference with the
standard configuration. The simulation with graupel compared well with observations for heavy-rain profiles, but
generated reflectivities above 40 dBZ too frequently. When
decreasing the horizontal grid length, the PDFs remained
broadly similar, which agrees with results from Lang et al.
(2007), who compared reflectivity PDFs from 1-km and
250-m grid length simulations for a case of tropical convection. Lang et al. (2007) and Lang et al. (2011) reported reflectivity distributions that were disjointed across the melting layer in model simulations, similar to our findings, and
showed how changing the representation of graupel processes in their model provided a better comparison with

6. Discussion and Conclusions
This study has presented a unique evaluation of convective storms over southern England simulated by the Met
Office models. For the first time, radar observations have
been used to simultaneously evaluate the three-dimensional
storm morphology as well as the vertical hydrometeor distribution inside the storms. The Met Office forecast model
at 1500-m grid length (UKV) was evaluated against radar
observations made with the 3-GHz Chilbolton radar, with
which more than 1,000 storms have been observed for fifteen days during 2011–2012 during the DYMECS project.
For the 25th August 2012, a case with many storms reaching heights of 10 km, the model was run at convectionpermitting resolutions ranging from 1500 m horizontal grid
length down to 100 m, and with two simulations studying
sensitivity to ice-microphysics parameterization. Radar reflectivities were forward-modelled from the model hydrometeor fields for a like-with-like comparison.
Individual storm structures were identified using a 4 mm
hr−1 rainfall-rate threshold and, using the cloud-top height
(Z > 0 dBZ), these were categorized into shallow, intermediate, and deep structures. Models and observations alike
showed a tendency for storm width to increase by a factor of 1.5 from shallow to intermediate structures, but the
increase from intermediate to deep storms was negligible.
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their observed PDFs. Similar changes could improve the
graupel PDFs for the DYMECS case studied, particularly
if it would reduce the frequency of high reflectivities in
drizzle and light-rain profiles.
In the PDFs of reflectivity versus height, all model configurations showed a prominent shallow mode (a 0-dBZ
cloud top within 2 km above the freezing level) contributing
to the PDF for light-rain profiles (20 ≤ Zrain < 25), which
was not observed; in the 200-m and 100-m simulations, this
mode also became prominent in the heavy-rain profiles.
The existence of the shallow mode across all microphysics
configurations and all resolutions suggests that this model
error might be due to cloud-dynamics, such as turbulent
mixing and entrainment processes. The shallow mode may
also explain the lack of larger deep storms in the 200-m
and 100-m simulations (see also Hanley et al. (2013)), as
the intense rainfall from shallow storms acts as a moisture
sink and could prevent these storms from deepening and
broadening.
More research using the DYMECS cases will be conducted to evaluate the Met Office models under different
synoptic conditions, as well as studies of model sensitivity
to dynamics settings (e.g. Hanley et al. (2013)). Combined with other emerging data sets of convective storms
(e.g. Tao et al. (2013)), the DYMECS data and the analysis presented in this paper will provide a modern test bed
for the evaluation of convection-permitting models.

with parameter values in Table 1. The mass-diameter relationship and particle size distribution are given by:
Mj (D) = aj Dbj ,
nj (D) =

(A3)

,

(A4)

with parameter values in Table 1.
The λj can be derived through the in-cloud water content Wj from the model specific humidities qj , that is,
Wj = qj ρair /Cj , with Cj the cloud fraction of hydrometeor type j. Since the water content is the integral of mass
over the particle size spectrum,
Z ∞
Wj =
Mj (D)nj (D)dD ,
(A5)
0

the following relationship between λj and Wj is obtained:
1

N0j aj Γ(bj + 1 + αj ) bj + 1 + αj − βj
λj =
.
Wj


(A6)

Then, using this λj and combining equations (A1), (A3),
and (A4), Zj is obtained:
Zj

= Cj Rj N0j a2j

(A7)

×Γ(1 + 2bj +

−(1+2bj +αj −βj )
αj )λj

.

(A8)

This approach was followed for ice aggregates and crystals,
graupel, and rain, using the parameter values in Table 1.
For liquid cloud, a constant number concentration over
land was used of N = 3 × 108 m−3 (Wilkinson et al. 2011),
with the following particle size distribution:
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nliq (D) = θD2 e−λliq D ,
so that
θ=

N
.
2λ3liq

(A9)

(A10)

The liquid water content can be related to λliq using equations (A5), (A3), (A9), and (A10) to find

APPENDIX A
Forward model for radar reflectivities

λ3liq =

The forward model for radar reflectivities from the UM
microphysics (McBeath et al. 2013) assumes the Rayleigh
scattering limit, because of the long CAMRa wavelength,
so that reflectivity is considered proportional to mass squared
(e.g. Hogan et al. (2006)):
Z ∞
2
Zj = Rj
[Mj (D)] nj (D)dD ,
(A1)
0

with j denoting the hydrometeor type and
2
2 
6
18 |Kj |
,
Rj = 10
0.93 πρj

β
N0j λj j Dαj e−λj D

(A2)
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Wliq
.
60N aliq

(A11)

Combining these with equation (A1), Zliq can be derived:
Zliq = Rliq

N a2liq
201.60 2
Γ(9)λ6liq = Rliq
Wliq .
2
N

(A12)

For liquid, the same aj is used as for rain, namely πρliq /6
(see Table 1).

APPENDIX B

For ice, a similar relationship between the flux and reflectivity follows:

Derivation of the change in Z across the melting
layer

Fice

Let us assume a constant mass flux across the freezing
level, that is Fice = Frain .
These fluxes can be related to their particle size distributions as follows:
Z ∞
Mj (D)Vj (D)nj (D)dD ,
(B1)
Fj =

with different values of aice , bice , and N0ice for crystals and
aggregates given in Table 1. Now, using the constant-flux
assumption, a relationship between Zice and Zrain can be
obtained. This relationship, assuming that only aggregates
contribute to Zice , is shown as a dotted line in Figure 7.

0

where j denotes the hydrometeor type (ice or rain). Similarly, reflectivity can be related to the particle size distribution as shown by equation (A1). Thus, a relationship
between Fj and Zj can be established by solving for λj .
The velocity-diameter relationship for ice follows from
Mitchell (1996), using the area-diameter relationship and
Reynolds-Best relationships:
Aice (D)
Re
Vice (D)

= rice Dsice ,

(B2)

= hice Befice ,
fice

2aice g
= hice ν
ρair ν 2 rice
 G
ρ0
× Dfice (bice +2−sice )−1
,
ρ

(B3)
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